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in the beginning, i was not fond of the price, but then i discovered its value and it became an essential tool for me.because i am using the "living
security cleanup pro (l.s.c.p.)", at the end of the day i use only the cleanup programs i like best but the two in particular that i use are the

windows firewall control and the windows update cleaner. if you use third party antivirus software, you will need to have the firewall disabled in
your third-party software to be able to scan files off the network and access files from the internet. in the future, you'll also need to double-
check that you only allow the program to install its files, and never any of its potentially harmful code. when it comes to managing windows

firewall, there are definitely many software options, you are all aware of that. some are paid, some are free, and some are freemium. the ones
that i prefer are google chrome, windows firewall control, eset smart security, glary utilities, and windows malware cleaner. in the other hand,
windows firewall isn't what it used to be over the years. as a general rule i prefer to keep my windows firewall on and my third party antivirus

software disabled, that way i avoid false positives and can run my software any way i wish. i do have to understand that many programs use the
windows firewall, so those are the ones that often have to be activated on, meaning i can't use a simple tool and just ignore those activated

programs. to be sure i am not installing windows firewall applications on top of a full-blown system without knowing what i am doing, i run the
"systems scanner" and always use that information to set and modify the rules. the same operation is capable of scanning both windows 7 and

windows 10 systems.
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chances are you are not going to see any advantages for outbound connections in windows firewall. most things will be blocked by default. in
windows the default add-on firewall and firewall control are windows firewall and windows firewall control. the latter adds a number of nice

features. inbound connections for a few months have generally been included in the existing firewall. there's a few configuration settings that
are default with this program. i would certainly expect more of an in-depth explanation of the configuration process. the default configuration
doesn't work for everything. for example, in the advanced settings are two lists. one is for inbound connections and the other is for outbound
connections. however the information under each row is identical. i don't see how you can tell that a connection is being made by program

name. most programs that are installed on a windows machine have an icon displayed in the system tray. this icon typically displays the status
of the program. the icon for iis firewall has the text "internet control panel" instead of the normal "windows firewall" icon. this puts the status
icon out of sight, when the system tray is full. if you right click on the system tray icon, you have two options to customize the system tray. to
add, you can add an icon to the system tray. to remove you can remove an icon from the system tray. this is not found in the regular windows

control panel. i am using the "living security cleanup pro (l.s.c.p.)" which is a small portable cleaner and controls the windows firewall, dns
cleanup and some windows utilities. i had to install the group policy setting again in order to activate those items, and like i wrote there the

windows firewall is not the same as what's recommended by the program, but i can disable most of its functions since they are not activated or
the system is already protected by a free and secure anti-malware solution. 5ec8ef588b
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